
CUSTOMS HEALTH CHECKLIST 

Our commodity codes are established and signed-off internally and we do not rely wholly on 

suppliers or freight forwarders. 

 

We are aware that a minimum of eight digits are needed to export and ten to import.  

The internal commodity codes on our ERP/computer systems match those declared.  

We are aware that only the first six digits of a commodity code have been harmonised and 

that each country or customs union may alter the remaining digits as they please. 

 

We are aware of the six world customs organisation general interpretative rules and use them 

in classification decisions. 

 

We record justifications for classifications.  

We are aware of the civil and criminal penalties that can result from misclassification.  

We are aware that commodity codes change and have a procedure in place to monitor  

changes. 

 

We review customs declarations and ensure there are separate entries for different items.  

CLASSIFICATION 

We understand the difference between origin 

and place of dispatch. 

 

We understand the difference between non-

preferential and preferential origin. 

 

We are familiar with supplier statements / long 

term supplier declarations and understand why 

and how they are used. 

 

We understand the authorisation and evidence 

needed to claim a preferential (reduced or nil) 

rate of duty from a trade agreement. 

 

We have reviewed the countries with which we 

trade against the list of current EU/UK trade 

agreements.  

 

PREFERENCE & ORIGIN 

We check the import and export 

measures tab of the online tariff 

before entering into a transaction 

with a new product. 

 

We understand the concept of 

‘dual use’ and how a range of 

seemingly harmless items may 

require a licence. 

 

We know how to access and 

review the UK strategic export 

controls list. 

 

We are familiar with SPIRE and 

the licensing application process. 

 

LICENSING 

Brexit will mean that many businesses will be dealing with customs matters for the first time. This checklist enables a 
business to see how prepared they are when it comes to customs compliance.  

If you can answer ‘yes’ to most of these, then you are likely to understand the impact of importing and exporting both 
in terms of costs and administration requirements. It would also put the business in a good position should you be 
subject to a visit from HMRC.  

If not, then there is probably work to do. As always we are here to help you, so do not hesitate to get in touch. 



CUSTOMS HEALTH CHECKLIST 

We understand the reliefs available and 

circumstances in which we can save duty and 

import VAT. 

 

We are aware of inward and outward 

processing and have considered whether it 

would be useful to the business. 

 

We are aware of end use and have considered 

whether it would be useful to the business. 

 

We are aware of temporary admission and 

have considered whether it would be useful to 

the business. 

 

We are aware of customs warehousing and 

have considered whether it would be useful to 

the business.  

 

We are aware that we can apply for a 

temporary relief on a declaration without 

having to go through the full application 

process. 

 

(If currently authorised for a relief) – We have a 

copy of the approval conditions, including 

deadlines for the submission of returns, which 

is available to all relevant staff. 

 

RELIEFS 

We could easily provide customs 

documentation for any given 

transaction in the past three years and 

are aware of the six year requirement 

to store export evidence for VAT zero-

rating. 

 

We are aware of customs procedure 

codes (CPC) and what they mean.  

 

We know whether our forwarder/freight 

agent is working on a direct or indirect 

basis. 

 

We have a procedure to review 

documentation (C88s and E2s etc.).  

 

We are aware of CDS and have 

discussed the changes this will involve 

with our freight agent.  

 

We are aware of the World Trade 

Organization Rules of Customs 

Valuation and extra costs that need to 

be included (e.g. tooling, royalties 

etc.). 
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